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Mr. Phillip J. Anthony Recipient of Outstanding Undergraduate Physics Student
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DAYTON, Ohio, May 8, 1972 --- Mr. Philip J. Anthony of 220 North Herman Street, New Bremen, Ohio 45869, was the recipient of a special award as the outstanding undergraduate physics student at the University of Dayton. He was awarded the Sigma Pi Sigma prize for excellence in the classroom and in the physics laboratory during the freshman and sophomore years. The award was given in memory of the late Caesar Castro of Dallas, Texas. Mr. Castro, an undergraduate physics student at the University of Dayton was killed in an automobile accident in 1967. Sigma Pi Sigma is a National group devoted to encouraging and honoring quality students in physics.

Mr. Anthony, an honors student in the Physics Department was cited as the outstanding member of his class. In addition to academic achievement of the recipient, he has demonstrated high research potential in the laboratory. This summer he was awarded a position in the Physics Department to work on making fundamental solid state physics measurements. He will be working under Drs. G. T. Johnston and T. P. Graham in the Electron-Spin Resonance Laboratory.

Mr. Anthony, the son of Mr. and Mrs. David Anthony of New Bremen, is a graduate of New Bremen High School where he ranked at the top of his class academically. He is a University of Dayton Presidential Scholar.
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